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Homework and Studying Tips and Tricks

1. Establish a routine ! 

Why ?

 Establishing a routine avoids surprises for the child. 

 Stability limits compromises and negotiation. 

 The child becomes less prone to opposition because he gets used to this rythm.

 Routine creates a reassuring moment.

How?

 Identify, with the child, when would be the best moment

 Ideally when he is back from school

• Snack: 10 minutes 

• 15 minutes for an active break (i.e.: play outside, physical activity, etc. 

• Let’s begin! 

 A weekend morning to be free during the week 

 Other possibilities

 Keep the same routine on a daily or weekly basis. 

2. Set a Time Limit ! 

According to the child’s needs, the parent and the teacher can agree on a time limit
for  homework.   It  implies  that  some tasks  may  not  be  completed  in  order  to
prioritize studying (i.e.: vocabulary words, Maths).
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3. Plan !

 Walk  the  child  through  his  journey for  as  long  as  needed  to  give  him  the
opportunity to know himself, to allow him integrating the process, to develop his
feeling  of  competence  to  experiment  progressively  his  own  strategies.   The
duration  of  this  process  varies  from  a  child  to  another  and  it  is  often  more
important for a young person living with ADHD.  

 List all the available hours in the week.  Consider the family and personal activities,
classes, meetings and parents’ absence if applicable. 

 Avoid overloading the schedule. 

 Consider the available level of energy to choose which tasks to do.  Explore with
the teacher the possibility to not complete certain tasks.  

 Anticipate extra hours to be flexible if needed. 

 Allow moments to relax. 

 Show the child how to write down the upcoming exams in a monthly calendar
and/or in his agenda placed on his desk to have an overview on dictations, projects
and tests due dates, so he can find suitable work methods and learn to plan his
studying time.

 Using a personalized or family calendar with large squares could be pertinent to
have a quick overview and facilitate its access to everyone. 

 Place a school calendar at a place that is easy to reach for the child; it will allow
him to anticipate, plan and be better organized.  

 Model or show the child how to spread the workload or the tasks according to
the deadlines, the importance level or the emergency degree.

 Help the child to split the tasks up in sequential steps.  For example: “Begin with
this  number  and  come  back  to  show  me.”  “Make  different  piles  with  the
homework you plan on doing and the topics you intend to study.”  

 Just  like when eating, begin with the less interesting or the toughest tasks and
finish with the easiest or the most interesting ones (the dessert!). 

 If the child is less flexible towards some tasks, it could be profitable to begin with
the easiest ones (to develop commitment and the feeling of competency) and to
do our best to bring up more difficult tasks more often.  Be careful to not fall into
avoidance.  Expose often, but in small doses.  
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 Another  strategy:  begin with an  easy task,  then a difficult  one and finish on a
positive note with an easy task. 

 Make the activities list more flexible by using sticky paper notes (i.e.: « Post-it») so
you can change the tasks’ order.

 Model the use of the school calendar.  Make sure the child practices consulting his
calendar in the evening and in the morning, so he does it daily.  For examples: 

«Come see what date and day it is. » 

«Look carefully what day of the cycle we are. » 

«Will you have a class with a specialist tomorrow? » 

«Do you have a class with a specialist today? » (Physical Education, Music,
etc.) 

« Do you need to prepare special clothes? » 

 Choose  an  efficient  support (agenda,  calendar)  to  gather  the  school  events,
activities and tasks.  Guide the child to help him centralize his information to avoid
scattering.  For example, having a basketball practise and writing it down only in
another calendar than the one where is his whole weekly workplan would not be
optimal.  

 The use of a reminder or alarm system can be helpful.  For high school students,
planning a schedule or a timeline can also be done on an electronic platform (i.e.:
cell phone, laptop, tablet). 

 To avoid forgetting school supplies, make a list or take a picture of the books and
notebooks to be brought every day and place it  where it  is easy to see on the
school bag or on the school’s desk.  Laminating this list can be helpful.
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4. Adjust the environment !

Help  the child/teen becoming  aware of  his  environment so  he can work in the best
conditions, reducing the sources of distraction. It is the parent’s role to discuss it over with
the kid and to carry out tests to determine which measures will be the most convenient. 

 Choose a dedicated work and studying area. 

 Clear out the work surface, putting away any object that is not required to study or 

do homework, cell phone included.

 Make sure there is enough and appropriate lighting. 

 Provide a comfortable and concentration friendly chair, as well as a cozier place to 

read (i.e.: cushions, bath reading shelf, rocking chair, hammock). 

 Encourage a position inducing action like being slightly bent towards the work 

surface (neither on a bed nor a soft armchair or sofa). 

 Allow movement.  Many people living with ADHD focus better while being active; 

moving (without disturbing anyone around) gives them the chance to concentrate 

their efforts on studying.   

 Lower the distracting stimuli :

o Make sure that siblings won’t disturb.   

o Turn the screens off (TV, cell phone, tablet) as well as social medias. 

o Think about wearing noise-reducing ear plugs or earphones. 

o Explore if listening to music facilitates attention.  For some, soft music 

allows to isolate from other noises while for some others, it adds up to the 

sources of distraction.  

 Make sure you have all the necessary material for homework.  If needed, have an 

extra set of school supplies at home (if your child tends to forget his things at 

school).  
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5. Supervise / Set limits !

 Establish rules (2 or 3) and clear limits that can be revised. 

 Be firm, but flexible. 

 Consider the child’s level of energy. 

 Be consistent. 

 Be coherent. 

 Be constant. 

 Clarify the expectations.

 Encourage effort, not performance.

 Avoid acting as a teacher.

6. Care, encourage autonomy and motivation !

One of the best guarantees of success is the parent’s care for his child’s education 

 Empower the child by wondering « Can he do this alone? » 

 Expose the child to tasks adapted for him according to his capacities, the required 

energy and the time needed to get them done.  

For example, ask him to work on 5 words instead of 10. 

 Put the child or teenager at the heart of a task in which he feels competent enough 

so it supports the necessary motivation to go further and beyond. 

As an example, to learn the times table of the 6s, invite the child to first find the 

easiest operations like 6 X 1, 6X10, 6 X11 and have him realise that he already knows

a part of it.  He feels competent on those operations.  Then, choose a new operation 

like 6 x 2 and encourage him on giving himself a strategy while explaining that the 6 

repeats itself twice. You can draw or take a picture of a carton of eggs and bring the 

attention of the child on the two rows of six eggs.  Take the time to progress one 

operation at a time instead of trying to learn them all at once.
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 Reinforce the child’s efforts, not only the results.  Encourage him through his process

in congratulating him when he works well, pointing out his perseverance and 

improvement, to preserve his motivation and activation.   

 Organize a simple, instant and easy to use reward system associated to satisfying 

homework (i.e.: privilege to do one of his favorite activities for 15 minutes the same 

evening).  Your child will then feel you pay close attention to what he is doing.  

 Let your child do mistakes!  If he does any, do not do the homework over for him.  

When you correct everything, the teacher cannot know that the child needs more 

explanations.

7. Don’t hesitate to get help !

 When needed, plan a peering or mentoring system with a friend or an older student.

 Evaluate the opportunity of turning to an external resource who will come home to 
take care of the homework, bringing a more relax and positive atmosphere. 

For example, many schools offer mentoring or homework help programs where the 
child can be supervised while doing his work.  

8. Stay in touch with the teacher 

Find and easy and efficient way to communicate with the teacher (i.e.: notebook, 
agenda, email).  The parent, as well as the teacher, can keep a record of the child’s 
efforts, success and difficulties he met. 
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Learning tips to share with a child/teenager 

As a learner, what can I do ?

 Stay active: use a marker or a pencil to highlight the important elements of a 

question or a text, put asterisks, underline or write short notes in the margins to 

point out important information.  

 Speak to yourself: in your head (like a parrot) to separate each step of a task or 

explain a complex problem to yourself. 

 If irrelevant ideas are coming to your mind and disturb you from your task, write

them down on a note pad then put a STOP in your head and go on with your 

work.

 When you hear a noise and you feel like looking up, bring yourself back to the 

task by keeping your eyes fixed on your sheet. 

 Congratulate yourself after each accomplished task, each homework well done. 
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STRATEGIES TO MEMORIZE 

• SELF-REPETITION: Repeat many times to yourself, in your head, what you want to 

memorize.  You can even record the information and then listen to it many times.  You can 

also ask another person to repeatedly read it out loud to you.

• THE PLACES METHOD: Associate each piece of information you have to memorize to a 

mental picture like a room in the house or a specific place (i.e.: owl in the fridge; cabbage in 

the living room, knee under the bed).  When it is time to recall this information, mentally 

visit the rooms to find the words you placed there. 

• SONG: Memorize a word list, a grammar rule or any theory on the tune of a popular song 

you know.   

• GESTURES: Use gestures to help your body remember and support the other means you 

already use.  

• STORY: Learn information by linking its different elements with a story.

• DRAWING: Learn information by creating drawings, charts, diagrams and graphs with 

what you must memorize.  Don’t be shy to use lots of color.  

• ACRONYM: Learn a list of elements using the first letter of each word. 

• ASSOCIATE, GROUP, CLASSIFY: Group, classify, categorize and point out the general, main 

and secondary ideas. 

• MINDMAP: Build a mindmap. Group the elements to show the logical links between them

in a visual way. 

• PICTURING: Try to see again and again the images in your head.  

• THE TEACHER: To make sure you appropriately understood what you had to study, ask for 

a privileged moment with one of your parents or siblings in which he will play the role of a 

student.  You act as a teacher and you teach them what you learned. 

Obviously, not all of those tips might work for you.  The ones you will find by yourself will 

probably be the best ones!  
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